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Armed men from a drug cartel burned a rival's face and recorded the agony of man while calling for death. Members of the Jalisco New Generation Cartel (CJNG) burned the man's face as a way to mock his nickname, Ghost Rider. The bloody act of torture took place over the weekend near the town of Tepalcatepec, Michoacán, where CJNG is fighting
factions of Los Viagras and La Familia, known as Carteles Unidos. The fighting has occurred from time to time for several weeks without any actual action from Mexico City or state authorities. Both criminal organizations want control of drug production and transit routes from the Pacific coast to central and northern Mexico to the U.S. border. The video was
supposedly recorded after three days of armed battles in the nearby town of El Aguaje. The fighting took place a day after the Mexican army razed the area as part of a peacekeeping operation and officials declared their security. Breitbart Texas confirmed that at least 20 were killed during the three days of shootings that followed. After the clashes, armed
men from CJNG captured a leader with United Posters who went by the nickname Ghost Rider. The gunmen then used alcohol to set fire to his face as the victim screamed in agony and begged to be killed. Like the movies, the Avenger's Ghost Rider, one of the gunmen can be heard in the video. Large groups of armed men using high-power weapons,
including .50-caliber rifles, explosives, and armored vehicles, participate in regular clashes that often result in dozens of casualties. When state authorities recognize the fighting, they do not count or simply do not report the number of deaths. Editor's note: Breitbart Texas traveled to the Mexican states of Tamaulipas, Coahuila, Nuevo León and other areas to
recruit citizen journalists willing to risk their lives and expose the cartels by silencing their communities. The Breitbart Texas Poster Chronicles are published in both English and its Original Spanish. This article was written by José Luis Lara, a prominent former member who helped start the Self-Defense Movement in Michoacán. The display of this video is
restricted as it has been marked as Unsafe for Life (NSFL). This video contains graphic content that most people will find annoying, and it is recommended that you watch with extreme caution. It's still a good place to stay, but it's still a good place to be. The torture took place over the weekend near the town of Tepalcatepec in Michoacán state, where CJNG
has been fighting mer mer of Los Viagras and La Familia, known as Carteles Unidos. The fight has been going on for several weeks without any real action from the federal government or state authorities. Both criminal organizations have been fighting for control of drug production and transit routes from the Pacific coast to central and northern Mexico and
eventually the U.S. border. He can also read you: The video was allegedly recorded on a ranch near Tepalcatepec after three days of shootings in the nearby town of El Aguaje. The confrontation took place only a day after the Mexican army swept the area as part of a peacekeeping operation and officials claimed the area was safe. Breitbart Texas has
confirmed that at least 20 people were killed during the three days of shootings that followed. After the clashes, CJNG gunmen captured a United Poster leader calling himself Ghost Rider. The hitmen then used isopropyl alcohol to set the man's face on fire by mocking his nickname as the victim screamed in agony and begged them to kill him. SEE IMAGES
HERE Just like in the movies, the Avenger Ghost Rider, you can hear in the video one of the gunmen mocking his victim. As reported, large groups of sicarios using high-power weapons, including .50 caliber rifles, explosives and armored vehicles, have been participating in clashes that often result in dozens of victims who are largely hidden from public light
by the Michoacán government. When state authorities recognize the fighting, they do not count or simply do not report on the number of victims. With information from &gt; breitbart.com Sicarios of El CJNG capture The Ghost Rider leader of United Cartels in Tepacaltepec, Michoacan and as a mockery his nickname burns his face, pleads to be killedA group
of sicarios of a drug cartel burned the face of one of his rivals and recorded the agony of man. The gunmen of the Jalisco New Generation Cartel burned the man's face as a way to mock his rival's nickname, Ghost Rider.La bloody torture took place over the weekend near the town of Tepalcatepec in Michoacán state, where CJNG has been fighting several
factions of Los Viagras and La Familia, known as Cartels Unidos. The fight has been going on for several weeks without any real action from the federal government or state authorities. Both criminal organizations have been fighting for control of drug production and transit routes from the Pacific coast to central and northern Mexico and, finally, the border
with the United States video was allegedly recorded on a ranch near Tepalcatepec after three days of shootings in the nearby town of El Aguaje. The confrontation took place only a day after the Mexican army swept the area as part of a peacekeeping operation and officials claimed the area was safe. Breitbart Texas has confirmed that at least 20 people
were killed during the three days of shootings that followed After the clashes, CJNG gunmen captured a United Poster leader calling himself Ghost Rider. The hitmen then used isopropyl alcohol to set the man's face on fire by mocking his nickname as the victim screamed in agony and begged them to kill him. Just like in the movies, The Avenger Ghost
Rider, you can hear in the video one of the gunmen mocking his victim.As Breitbart Texas has reported, large groups of sicarios using high-power weapons, including .50-caliber rifles, explosives and armored vehicles, have been participating in clashes that often result in dozens of victims who are largely hidden from public light by the Michoacán
government. When state authorities recognize the fighting, they do not count or simply do not report on the number of victims. Advertise Here for only $299 mo. Unlimited cpc Adspace ID1 Chivis Martinez Borderland Beat After days of fighting in El Aguaje, Michoacán, which is near Tepalcatepec, a group of CJNG sicarios abducted a leader of Carteles
Unidos, tortured him, then uploaded images of his torture on social media. The victim is known as Ghost Rider a leader of CU which consists of several groups, allied, largely headed by Los Viagras, to fight against CJNG in Michoacán.   The capture and gruesome torture took place this weekend.  Reports say the victim was taken to a ranch near
Tepalcatepec, where his face was doused with isopropyl alcohol and set afire. The man screamed and begged to be killed.  Supposedly Ghost Rider is the right hand of Sierra Santana (Viagras) who gave him the moniker. CJNG and CU are in an ongoing bloody war in Michoacán.  Just as in 2013 when violence experienced a massive increase with the self-
defense movement and Knights Templar clashing, the federal government once again is ignoring mostly the violence.  The feds have sent peacekeeping units but little in the way of literal intervention. Advertise Here for only $299 mo. Unlimited cpc Adspace ID2 The latest violent clash between the groups continued for 3 days in and near El Aguaje, Aguililla.
The official tally was 20 killed although social media reports put the count as much higher. Also, as in 2013, news of the fighting, death images, and lowered death counts have been mostly absent in the national press Michoacana to take to social networks to spread the news. The image below is blurry, but it's still graphic Advertise here for only $299 mo.
Unlimited cpc Adspace ID4 Mexico. Sicarios del Río Descarel Jalisco Nueva Generación (CJNG) burned the face of a member of La Compesía Unidos, cell of Los Viagras. This man was known as 'Ghost Rider' and in taunt his nickname was burned his head. We recommend CJNG Sicarios ripped the skin off the face of the 'Ghost Rider' The facts were
recorded in the town of Tepalcatepec in Michoacán. In this area the CJNG has fought against some fractions of Los Viagras and La Familia Michoacana, known as Santos Unidos. Sicarios del #CJNG raised a Nicolas Cage Film) leader of the Lacquer of Espurios Unidos in Tepalcatepec, Michoacán. To make fun of his nickname, they burn his face.
pic.twitter.com/DITYlzEfBs — Antonio Aranda (@antonioaranda_) September 25, 2020 CJNG hitmen click on mockle of his nickname and he burned his face as in the film of the same name, subject begged to be killed. Video by Antonio Aranda in The Lord of invisible drugs: Hunting 'The Phantom' DOWNLOAD FULL REPORT Drug Traffickers today realize
that their best protection is not a private army, but anonymity. This is the story of Memo Fantasma or Will the Ghost, who began his life in the Medellin Cartel, financed the bloody rise of a paramilitary army, and today lives high life in Madrid. He's helped move hundreds of tons of cocaine, but he doesn't have arrest warrants, and no one's looking for him.
Silver or Lead related items is an overused phrase to describe how criminals threaten officials and civilians to ensure compliance with their wishes. In a Brazilian case, it seems more appropriate applied to the... A series of killings on Ecuador's southern border with Peru have been attributed to gang members fighting for control of illegal crossings for which
both people and smuggling are smuggled, emphasizing the danger of hard borders in the incentivization of competitive criminals... This is the second part of a three-part series about the Historic Center of San Salvador, the heart of the country's informal urban markets and a long-term strongness of street gangs. Stories tell how gangs have used their
strangulation downtown to expand their power in El... The...
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